Non-symbolic magnitude abilities are often claimed to support the acquisition of symbolic magnitude abilities, which, in turn, are claimed to support emerging math abilities. However, not all studies find links between non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities, or between them and math ability. To investigate possible reasons for these different findings, recent research has analyzed differences in nonsymbolic/symbolic magnitude abilities using latent class modeling and has identified four different magnitude ability profiles residing within the general magnitude ability distribution that were differentially related to cognitive and math abilities. These findings may help explain the different patterns of findings observed in previous research. To further investigate this possibility, we (1) attempted to replicate earlier findings, (2) determine whether magnitude ability profiles remained stable or changed over 1 year; and (3) assessed the degree to which stability/change in profiles were related to cognitive and math abilities. We used latent transition analysis to investigate stability/changes in non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities of 109 5-to 6-year olds twice in 1 year. At Time 1 and 2, non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities, number transcoding and single-digit addition abilities were assessed. Visuospatial working memory (VSWM), naming numbers, non-verbal IQ, basic RT was also assessed at Time 1. Analysis showed stability in one profile and changes in the three others over 1 year. VSWM and naming numbers predicted profile membership at Time 1 and 2, and profile membership predicted math abilities at both time points. The findings confirm the existence of four different non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability profiles; we suggest the changes over time in them potentially reflect deficit, delay, and normal math developmental pathways.
INTRODUCTION
Magnitude representation ability is as an important component of children's math ability (Siegler, 2016) . Near-identical error and RT response signatures for non-symbolic magnitude judgments and symbolic magnitude judgments is claimed to reflect a common underlying representation -the approximate number system (ANS) where magnitudes are ordered akin to a mental number line (Moyer and Landauer, 1967; Feigenson et al., 2004; Gebuis et al., 2009; Izard et al., 2009; Piazza, 2010) . Some claim that non-symbolic magnitude abilities scaffold the acquisition of symbolic (Arabic number) magnitude abilities, which, in turn, support the acquisition of math ability (Dehaene, 2007 (Dehaene, , 2011 Piazza and Izard, 2009; Piazza, 2010; Siegler, 2016) . Others, in contrast, claim that non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities are independent of each other and exert independent effects on emerging math abilities (De Smedt et al., 2009; Holloway and Ansari, 2009; Maloney et al., 2010; Sasanguie et al., 2012a) . The fact that research can be cited in support of both claims implies the developmental significance of the relationship between non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude representation and children's math abilities is uncertain.
We suggest this uncertainty may be resolved by examining the relationship between patterns of differences in children's non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude representation abilities and their associated math and cognitive abilities over time. Given math ability likely depends on both general/numberspecific abilities (Jordan et al., 2013; Träff, 2013) ; it is important to model different general/number-specific relationships with different magnitude representation profiles. We further suggest that such an examination may reveal information about potentially different magnitude representation developmental pathways distinguishing between typical and atypical pathways that underpin different math outcomes .
Findings from longitudinal research examining the relationships between non-symbolic, symbolic magnitude judgment and math abilities over time are mixed (Sasanguie et al., 2012a,b; Kolkman et al., 2013; Xenidou-Dervou et al., 2016) . Desoete et al. (2012) , for instance, assessed 5-to 6-yearolds on three occasions and found no correlation between non-symbolic and symbolic judgment accuracy. However, children's non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude judgments were independently associated with math abilities. And 5-to 6-year-olds' non-symbolic judgments predicted their calculation ability 1 year later and arithmetic fact retrieval 2 years later. Further, symbolic judgments were also associated with calculation. Vanbinst et al. (2015b) also found non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities independently predicted 6-year old's arithmetic accuracy and fact retrieval 1 year later; however, only symbolic magnitude ability predicted these outcomes 6 months later.
Others, in contrast, have found only symbolic magnitude abilities predict math abilities over time. Bartelet et al. (2014) , for example, found 6-year-olds' symbolic judgment efficiency (accuracy/RT) predicted arithmetic achievement 1 year later, whereas non-symbolic judgment did not. Nonetheless, they found correlations between non-symbolic and symbolic judgment, RT and efficiency measures. Similarly, Sasanguie et al. (2013) found 6-to 8-year olds' symbolic, but not nonsymbolic, judgment speed correlated with timed arithmetic and a standardized math test 1 year later. However, they did not find a correlation between symbolic and non-symbolic judgments.
While methodological factors (e.g., magnitude judgment measures, sample size and age) may contribute to the aforementioned differences in findings (Price et al., 2012; Xenidou-Dervou et al., 2016) , they fail to account for all differences (Chen and Li, 2014; Fazio et al., 2014; Chew et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2016) . We suggest that the variability in both cross-sectional and longitudinal developmental magnitude representation research findings may reflect the use of variableoriented analytic approaches for analyzing magnitude ability data, which focuses on the relations between variables (e.g., using aggregated data in correlations and regression models).
Aggregate data methods tend to assume (1) homogeneity with respect to how variables of interest influence each other, (2) deviations from the mean reflect measurement error and (3) within-age variability is noise (see Chew et al., 2016 for a discussion). In terms of developmental changes, aggregate methods assume "universal" patterns of change where the focus is a general model of normative (average) developmental changes. These methods, however, may mask the presence of different patterns of magnitude abilities and, ipso facto, the possibility that different development models of magnitude representation development reside within a general data distribution (Chew et al., 2016) . Aggregating data is a dubious practice when within-age variability is systematically related to patterns of inter-individual development (Dowker, 2008; Bouwmeester and Verkoeijen, 2012; Reeve et al., 2012; Gray and Reeve, 2016; Paul and Reeve, 2016) . Insofar as different patterns of non-symbolicsymbolic magnitude ability relationships can be identified, they would not be represented by a general model that would comprise a summary of the mixture patterns (Siegler, 1987; Bergman et al., 2003; Collins and Lanza, 2013; Paul and Reeve, 2016) .
Some researchers have argued for person-centered analytic approach to better understand the significance of individual differences in patterns of early math cognition (Dowker, 2008; Reeve et al., 2012 Reeve et al., , 2018 Chew et al., 2016) . A person-centered approach (1) rejects the assumption that the entire population is homogeneous with respect to how variables influence each other, and (2) attempt to identify individuals characterized by different patterns of associations that are similar within subgroups but are different between subgroups (Laursen and Hoff, 2006) . Latent class analysis is a statistical model-based approach for partitioning heterogeneity in a population by identifying a small group of homogenous latent subgroups embedded within a set of measures (Lanza and Cooper, 2016) . Individuals are assigned to the subgroup for which the posterior probability of belonging to that subgroup is the highest; calculated as a function of the observed data and parameter estimates (Vermunt and Magidson, 2013b; Lanza and Cooper, 2016) . Latent profile analysis can be extended to model longitudinal data, where transitions over time in latent subgroup membership are also estimated in the model (i.e., latent transition analysis, LTA). While subgroup membership is assumed to be stable in latent profile analysis (stable patterns of response characteristics), in LTA, individuals may change membership in latent profiles across time (see Hickendorff et al., 2018 for an analysis of the value of latent modeling for research on development and learning). Chew et al. (2016) employed latent class analysis to determine whether different non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude (accuracy and judgment speed) ability profiles can be extracted from a general non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability distribution. They identified four different non-symbolicsymbolic magnitude ability profiles, three of which corresponded to the different pattern of findings identified in previous research (similarly good/bad non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude abilities; poor on symbolic relative to better non-symbolic magnitude abilities) (e.g., Halberda et al., 2008; Holloway and Ansari, 2009 ). These authors also found a previously unidentified fourth profile in which children displayed better symbolic magnitude ability relative to non-symbolic ability. Children assigned to this profile showed relatively superior symbolic magnitude judgment accuracy, albeit with longer response times. Moreover, the four identified magnitude abilities profiles were associated with different cognitive and math abilities. Chew et al. (2016) suggested that the different non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude/cognitive/math profiles reflect potentially different developmental patterns or models of math development. Children who possessed good or average non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities showed relatively better visuospatial working memory, symbolic number access and math abilities. Children with poorer symbolic magnitude abilities, relative to non-symbolic abilities, performed poorer on a symbolic number access task and had poorer math abilities, compared to other magnitude profiles. Children in the fourth profile had relatively poorer visuospatial working memory and poorer math abilities. These findings highlight the fact that there is no single developmental model of magnitude representation underlying math abilities per se.
While this research highlight the value of latent profile analysis in potentially making sense of the heterogeneous distribution of non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities and associated cognitive/math abilities in young children, the significance of their findings require explication in at least two ways. First, can Chew et al.'s (2016) findings be replicated? It has been argued that outcome of latent class modeling requires replication before claims can be made about the conceptual authenticity of identified profiles (Hickendorff et al., 2018) . Second, since Chew et al.'s (2016) research was crosssectional, we know little about the stability and/or change in the identified non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude ability profiles over time, or their relationship with cognitive and/or math abilities. The latter issue is particularly important. The degree to which deficits, delays or normal developmental profiles can be identified depends critically on longitudinal modeling (Reeve et al., 2012 Hickendorff et al., 2018) . Nevertheless, both issues require answers before strong claims can be made about the developmental significance of different non-symbolicsymbolic magnitude ability profiles, especially with respect to the existence and significance of different magnitude representation developmental pathways.
The Current Study
We employed latent class modeling of children's non-symbolic and symbolic judgment responses, as well as of children's cognitive and math abilities, to investigate the significance of the stability and/or change in different patterns of magnitude representation longitudinally. Our aim was to better understand the nature and significance of individual differences in patterns of math development which may be reflected as typical and atypical pathways (Dowker, 2008; Reeve et al., 2018) . We used LTA to investigate 5-to 6-year-olds' non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude judgment accuracy and RT signature patterns twice in 1 year. Our analytic approach is similar to the LTA modeling used by Reeve et al. (2018) who identified three distinct computation development trajectories, reflecting typical, delayed, and deficit pathways.
We assessed children's VSWM and symbolic access ability since these abilities are often associated with magnitude representation and math abilities (De Smedt and Gilmore, 2011; Friso-Van Den Bos et al., 2013; Vanbinst et al., 2015b; Paul and Reeve, 2016) . VSWM is thought to support numerical magnitude processing, predicated on the proposition that magnitude information is spatially organized (Dehaene, 1992; Dehaene and Cohen, 1997; Zorzi et al., 2002; Dehaene et al., 2003; de Hevia et al., 2008) . The speed and accuracy naming numbers (Arabic digits) has been used to assess the ability to access number symbols information (i.e., symbolic number knowledge) which is often invoked as an explanation for differences in symbolic magnitude abilities and in turn, math abilities (Rousselle and Noël, 2007; Berteletti et al., 2010; De Smedt and Gilmore, 2011) . Naming number ability is also a marker of symbolic access difficulty (Chew et al., 2016) . We also included basic RT and a general intelligence measure since math ability is often associated with them (Kyttälä and Lehto, 2008; Geary, 2011; Luwel et al., 2013; Vanbinst et al., 2015b) .
We assessed children's single-digit addition and transcoding abilities to evaluate the relationship between profile membership and math abilities. We examined single-digit addition and transcoding ("reading" number strings) since they are considered important for later math abilities (Geary, 2000; OECD, 2012; Vanbinst et al., 2015a) . In Australia single-digit addition is introduced to children from kindergarten onward and often used as an outcome measure (see Paul et al., 2018) .
Based on Chew et al.'s (2016) findings, we anticipated identifying a profile that exhibited good, and one exhibiting average, non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities (i.e., similar non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude abilities), and a profile that possessed better non-symbolic relative to symbolic magnitude ability. We also expected to identify a profile that exhibited better symbolic relative to non-symbolic magnitude ability. We expected children assigned to a good non-symbolicsymbolic magnitude ability profile to reflect a typical change pathway, and would exhibit good VSWM and naming number ability, and in turn, good single-digit addition and transcoding abilities across time. Insofar as other profiles reflect atypical change pathways, we expect children assigned to better nonsymbolic relative to symbolic magnitude ability profile to possess poorer VSWM and those assigned to better symbolic relative to non-symbolic magnitude ability profile to possess poorer naming number ability. Children displaying relatively poorer non-symbolic and/or poorer symbolic magnitude abilities would also perform poorer on single-digit addition and transcoding. While some children may move from one profile to another over time, we do not expect a child who belonged to a better performing profile (relative to other children) would move to a poorer profile over time.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
One-hundred-nine children (55% females) participated, comprising 48 Kindergarten (M = 5.8 years, SD = 2.8 months) and 61 Year 1 (M = 6.8 years, SD = 3.6 months) children at initial assessment. All spoke English, had normal or correctedto-normal vision and had no identified learning difficulties. The study was conducted with the approval of, and in accordance with, the authors' University's human research ethics committee. The parents of children provided informed consent for their children to participate in the study.
Procedure
All children individually completed non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude judgments, naming numbers, single-digit addition, reading numbers, Corsi Blocks Backward (VSWM), Raven's Colored Progressive Matrices (non-verbal IQ) and basic RT tasks on the first assessment. Approximately 1 year later, they completed the non-symbolic and symbolic judgment tasks, and the single-digit addition and reading numbers tasks. Tasks were completed in short sessions over 3 days (non-symbolic and symbolic tasks were completed on separate days to avoid intertask priming effects). Except for the non-verbal IQ and VSWM tasks, stimuli were presented on a 15 screen laptop computer running E-Prime software (version 2.0). The screen was at eyelevel, approximately 40 cm in front of children. A fixation cross appeared in the center of the screen prior to a target stimulus appearing. Except for non-symbolic and symbolic tasks, in which response time was capped at 5,000 ms, stimuli remained on the screen until a response was made.
Non-symbolic and Symbolic Judgment Tasks
In the non-symbolic judgment task, two sets of blue squares separated by a central vertical line appeared on the screen (Chew et al., 2016) . Children selected the set that had the most squares by pressing the corresponding right shift key or the left shift key. The task comprised 72 trials with judgment combinations of all quantities between one and nine blue squares, except ties (e.g., 9 and 9). The ratios for each trial (i.e., smaller number/larger number) were divided into eight ratios: 0.1−0.19; 0.2−0.29. . . up to 0.8−0.89. Stimuli were presented in a fixed random order, with the larger set appearing on the left-and right-hand sides of the screen equally. To reduce possible reliance on perceptual cues for judgments, individual square sizes and total area were systematically varied across trials (total area was the same for both sets within trials) (Dehaene et al., 2005) . We analyzed two indices (mean accuracy and median RT) (Bartelet et al., 2014; Ratcliff et al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2016) , both of which are associated with math ability (De Smedt et al., 2013) .
The symbolic judgment task was procedurally identical to the non-symbolic task, except black Arabic digits were presented on white background (60-point font size).
Number Naming
Children named digits between 1 and 9; each digit was presented three times in separate blocks of trials (n = 27 trials overall). The interviewer pressed a response key following each response and recorded responses verbatim (the interviewer could not see the computer screen). Median RT was used for analysis since children made few errors.
Single-Digit Addition
Children completed 30 two-term addition problems, following two practice trials. They were instructed to answer problems as quickly and as accurately as possible. Addends comprised combinations of all digits between "2" and "7" (excluding tied pairs: e.g., 2 + 2), in both orders (e.g., 2 + 7 and 7 + 2). Singledigit addition problems are widely used as a measure of early computation ability (Bailey et al., 2012; Paul and Reeve, 2016) .
Transcoding: Reading Multi-Digit Numbers
Children read 30 two to four digit numbers displayed on the computer screen (i.e., 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 28, 35, 47, 52, 73, 94, 105, 162, 207, 435, 574, 809, 1002, 2584, 3201, 4783, 6057, 9236, 10006, 26103, 50316, 46927, 60935, and 79768) . The numbers were presented in the same randomized order for all children.
Corsi Blocks Backward (VSWM)
The interviewer tapped a sequence of blocks in a pre-specified order and children attempt to repeat the tap sequences in reverse order (Kessels et al., 2000) . Children were ensured that they understood the task in preceding practice trials. Testing ceased after two failed trials. The VSWM span comprised the average of the longest correct reverse block tap sequences.
Raven's Colored Progressive Matrices (Non-verbal IQ)
RCPM was administered following manual instructions and responses scored using published age norms (Raven et al., 1995; Cotton et al., 2005 ).
Basic RT
The task comprised nine trials. Children pressed a computer key as quickly as possible when a black dot appeared on the screen approximately 500 ms later after a central fixation point.
Analytic Approach
We used LTA to identify distinct profiles (i.e., subgroups) of children who share similar non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude judgment accuracy/RT response patterns, and examined changes in profile membership over time (Latent GOLD 5.1; Vermunt and Magidson, 2015) . Similar to latent profile analysis, we rely on a set of criteria for selecting the optimal model solution (Trezise and Reeve, 2014; Chew et al., 2016) . Goodness-offit statistics (e.g., Bayesian information criterion) weigh the fit of the models relative to the number of parameters, with a lower value indicating a better fitting model to the data (Vermunt and Magidson, 2013a) . Entropy, which range from 0 to 1, assess how well the subgroups are classified and values greater than 0.8 are considered to have high entropy which implies better classification (Clark and Muthen, 2009 ). The theoretical relevance and usefulness of the latent profiles were also considered (Muthen and Muthen, 2000) . Models were fit using 200 random starting sets and 500 replications to ensure that model convergence could be replicated.
The LTA model includes three types of parameters. It yields the conditional response probabilities that describe response patterns conditional on latent subgroup membership. For example, a profile with a relatively high probability of high accuracy and RT on non-symbolic/symbolic judgments can be interpreted as showing good non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude abilities. The model also yields class probabilities, which describe the size of each latent subgroup at each time point (i.e., relative frequency of class membership) and a matrix of transition probabilities (i.e., conditional probabilities describing the probability of being in a given subgroup at time = t, conditional on the subgroup at time = t − 1) which describes how children transition from Time 1 to Time 2 in non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability profiles. Measurement invariance was modeled (i.e., conditional response probabilities are the same across the two time points), following from previous work (Chew et al., 2016) and initial examination showing consistency in profiles at both time points. The same number and type of classes occur at both time points allowing a straightforward interpretation since the meanings of the profiles are the same across time.
The following covariates were included in the model as predictors of latent profiles at Time 1 and 2, as well as predictors of transitions in profile membership between Time 1 and 2: VSWM, naming numbers, basic RT, non-verbal IQ and grade. When covariates are included in the LTA model (i.e., in a 1-step model), current profile membership (i.e., described by transitional probabilities) is predicted by both profile membership at the previous time point and the value of the covariates. Class profiles, class sizes and transition probabilities may change as a result.
A three-step estimation procedure (Vermunt and Magidson, 2015) was separately conducted for the LTA model where the association between the predictor variables and assigned membership are examined at time points and the underlying statistical model is analogous to a multinomial regression logistic regression. The step-three modeling approach allows for the correction of classification errors obtained when assigning profile memberships (maximum-likelihood adjustment method is used to correct for classification errors) at the particular time pointsa failure to account for classification errors can lead to an underestimation of the relationship between profile membership and other variables (Bakk et al., 2013) . This estimation approach is desirable in the LTA context because the 1-step model approach (i.e., covariates included in model) has the drawback that covariate values at one point in time affects the definition of the latent class variable at another point in time. Similarly, SDA and transcoding abilities (treated here as dependent variables) were regressed on the latent profile membership at Time 1 and 2.
RESULTS
As expected, non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude RT and error rates increased with increasing ratios and decreased with increasing grade (descriptive statistics are reported in Supplementary Material). Means and standard deviations for all measures as a function of grade are reported in Table 1 . Zeroorder correlations among measures are reported in Table 2 which shows significant correlations between children's non-symbolicsymbolic magnitude judgments, and SDA problem solving and transcoding abilities. Non-symbolic and symbolic accuracy/RTs were correlated at Time 1 and Time 2. Similarly, non-symbolic and symbolic accuracy and RT at Time 1 correlated with the same measures at Time 2 (except non-symbolic RT).
Assessing Model Fit
Models comprising one to six latent profiles were estimated from non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude RT and accuracy at Time 1 and 2. Goodness-of-fit indices for each model are reported in Table 3 : a four-profile solution was selected as the best fitting model. A three and five profile solution were also considered; the three-profile solution was not optimal when analyzed at Time 1 and 2 separately while the five profile had low interpretability (e.g., the fifth profile had a small number of children who appeared similar to another profile). The four-profile model was selected on the basis of fit, previous research (Chew et al., 2016) and conceptual interpretability. Model selection was supported by a high entropy value (i.e., above 0.8), indicating good classification of individuals into latent profiles.
Non-symbolic-Symbolic Magnitude Ability Profiles
Deviations from overall mean proportion accuracy (nonsymbolic = 0.88; symbolic = 0.89) and median RT (nonsymbolic = 1236.54 ms; symbolic = 1179.84 ms) for the four profiles across Time 1 and 2 are presented in Figure 1 . Labels corresponding to the relative non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities were assigned to each profile. (Note, the numbers attached to the profiles-i.e., profile 1, 2, 3, 4-are convenient labels and not a statement about the ordinal position of the profiles.) Profile 1 comprised children who displayed average accuracy and speed on both non-symbolic and symbolic judgments (i.e., relatively close to the overall mean/median). They were characterized by "average non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude abilities." Profile 2 included children who were relatively highly accurate and fast on both non-symbolic and symbolic judgments, and they were characterized by "good non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude abilities." Children in Profile 3 were relatively average on symbolic judgments but much less accurate on non-symbolic judgments relative to non-symbolic. They also exhibited relatively long response speed on both non-symbolic and symbolic judgments. Hence, they were characterized by "better symbolic abilities relative to non-symbolic abilities." Children in Profile 4 were less accurate and slower on both non-symbolic and symbolic judgments relative to other children. However, they were more accurate on non-symbolic relative to symbolic judgments. They were characterized by "better non-symbolic abilities relative to symbolic abilities." One-way ANOVAs and Bonferroni-corrected post hoc comparisons showed profiles differed from each other in non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude, accuracy and RT (details are reported in the Supplementary Material).
Change/Stability Patterns in Non-symbolic-Symbolic Magnitude Profiles Over Time to Profile 2 was stable; 96% (n = 4) of children who were in Profile 2 at Time 1, remained in Profile 2 at Time 2. In other words, it is very unlikely (low probability) that children in this Profile would move into any of the other Profiles. Children who were in Profile 1 at Time 1 had a high likelihood (0.97 probability) of moving into Profile 2 at Time 2. That is, 97% (n = 38) of the Profile 1 children at Time 1 moved into Profile 2 at Time 2. It was unlikely that children in this Profile moved into other profiles. Sixty-seven percent of children (n = 31) who were in Profile 3 at Time 1 moved into Profile 1 at Time 2; followed by Profile 2 (29%; n = 13). Finally, of the children in Profile 4 at Time 1, 48% (n = 10) moved into Profile 1 and 42% (n = 8) into Profile 3 at Time 2. It was rare (10%; n = 2) that they moved into Profile 2 at Time 2. Of note, all children in Profile 4 at Time 1 moved into other profiles at Time 2 and no children moved into this profile at Time 2 (i.e., there were no children in Profile 4 at Time 2).
In sum, most children change in profile membership over time, except those in Profile 2 who exhibited stability. Specifically, children moved to a better non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability profile over time. Frequencies in profiles as a function of grade at Time 1 and 2 are presented in Table 5 . Bold values indicate the proportion of children who remained in the same profile at T1 and T2. NSM, non-symbolic magnitude; SM, symbolic magnitude. to determine whether initial cognitive measures/age (Time 1) predicted profile membership at both time points. We examined the standardized regression coefficients (z-scores) and Wald statistics for each measure predicting profile memberships in a multivariate model that accounts for classification errors (see Table 6 ). The z-scores show the predictive effect of factors for profiles while taking into account other variables in the model. Findings show VSWM and naming numbers independently predict non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude profiles at both Time 1 and 2, whereas non-verbal IQ and basic RT did not. Age was only associated with profile membership at Time 1. At Time 1, an increase in age was associated with an increased likelihood of belonging to Profile 2 (B = 0.24, SE = 0.11, z = 2.11) and a reduced likelihood of belonging to Profiles 3 (B = −0.1, SE = 0.04, z = −2.18) and 4 (B = −0.15, SE = 0.06, z = −2.76). An increase in VSWM was associated with an increased likelihood of belonging to Profile 2 (B = 2.25, SE = 1.09, z = 2.06) and conversely, a reduced likelihood of belonging to Profile 4 (B = −1.8, SE = 0.56, z = −3.23). A poorer naming number ability (i.e., longer naming number RT) was associated with a reduced likelihood of belonging to Profile 2 (B = −0.01, SE = 0.004, z = −2.74) and a greater likelihood of belonging to Profiles 3 (B = 0.004, SE = 0.002, z = 2.44) and 4 (B = 0.005, SE = 0.002, z = 3.09).
At Time 2, an increase in VSWM was associated with a greater likelihood of belonging to Profile 2 (B = 0.74, SE = 0.3, z = 2.48). A poorer naming number ability was associated with a reduced likelihood of belonging to Profile 2 (B = −0.004, SE = 0.001, z = −3.45) and a greater likelihood of belonging to Profile 3 (B = 0.004, SE = 0.001, z = 2.96).
Overall, at Time 1, children in Profile 2 were more likely to be older, and conversely children in Profiles 3 and 4 were more likely to be younger. However, at Time 2, age was no longer associated with profile membership. At Time 1, higher VSWM and naming number ability characterized children in Profile 2, whereas poorer VSWM and naming number ability characterized children in Profile 4. Poorer naming number ability also characterized children in Profile 3. At Time 2, higher VSWM and naming number ability remained characteristic of children in Profile 2, whereas poorer naming number ability remained characteristic of children in Profile 3.
Non-symbolic-Symbolic Magnitude Profiles Predicting Math Abilities
SDA and transcoding were regressed on profile membership at Time 1 and 2 while accounting for classification errors using the three-step procedure. Accuracy reading teen, two digit, three digit and four digit numbers showed reasonably good internal consistency (Cronbach alpha = 0.77) and hence, accuracy was summed across these digit strings. The standardized regression coefficients (z-scores) and Wald statistics for each dependent variable predicted by profile membership for both time points are reported in Table 7 . SDA correctness and transcoding were significantly associated with profile membership at Time 1 and 2. At Time 1, an increase in SDA accuracy was associated with belonging to Profiles 1 and 2 and, conversely, a reduced likelihood of belonging to Profile 4. An increase in transcoding ability was associated with belonging to Profiles 1 and 2 and, conversely, a reduced likelihood of belonging to Profiles 3 and 4. At Time 2, an increase in SDA accuracy and transcoding was associated with belonging to Profile 2.
DISCUSSION
The purpose of the present study was to assess the degree to which (1) the different non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude representation profiles identified in a previous study would be re-identified, and (2) profiles remained stable or changed over time. The aim was to determine whether stability/change in profiles were related to children's cognitive and math abilities. Of interest was whether we could identify different magnitude representation pathways that distinguish typical and atypical models of math development. Four findings are of note. First, the current study replicates Chew et al. (2016) by showing that four meaningfully different non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability profiles can be extracted from a general non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability distribution. Second, the change/stability in profiles across time suggests different magnitude representation developmental pathways can be identified. Third, VSWM and naming number abilities were associated with profile membership at Time 1 and Time 2; however, they did not predict stability/change in profile membership over time. Fourth, nonsymbolic-symbolic magnitude ability profiles were differentially associated with math abilities at Time 1 and Time 2.
Non-symbolic-Symbolic Magnitude Ability Profiles
The mean accuracy and median RTs for both non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude judgments of children in Profile 1 were close NSM, non-symbolic magnitude; SM, symbolic magnitude. * p < 0.05, * * p < 0.01.
to the average mean accuracy and median RTs for the entire sample. Children in Profile 2 were more accurate and faster making both non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude judgments, relative to children in other profiles. The non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude judgment response patterns of children in Profiles 1 and 2 are consistent with claims made for an association between non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities Dehaene, 2011; Feigenson et al., 2013) . Children in Profile 3 were more accurate in their symbolic magnitude judgments, relative to their non-symbolic judgments, but compared to Profiles 1 and 2, they were also relatively slower in making non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude judgments. This pattern of non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude judgment replicates Chew et al.'s (2016) findings. They suggested that symbolic abilities can be supported by rote practice. Some children may learn by rote recall and complete the symbolic judgments with some success but doing so requires more effort (i.e., longer RT and hence, possibly less efficient).
Children in Profile 4 were less accurate and slower making non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude judgments, compared to children in the other three profiles. However, they were more accurate making non-symbolic judgments compared to symbolic judgments, which is consistent with claims that symbolic magnitude abilities can be independent of non-symbolic abilities (i.e., better non-symbolic abilities relative to symbolic abilitiessee Rousselle and Noël, 2007; Holloway and Ansari, 2009; Sasanguie et al., 2014) .
Change/Stability Patterns in Non-symbolic-Symbolic Magnitude Ability Profiles Most children's non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities changed across time. The general "movement" pattern was from a less accurate and slower non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude profile to a more accurate and faster ability profile. No child moved from a better ability profile at Time 1 to a poorer one at Time 2. Only a small group of children (96%; n = 4) were stable across time (i.e., remained in Profile 2 across time); this stability suggests a consistency in good non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude abilities across time. Almost all children (97%; n = 38) moved from Profile 1 to Profile 2 at Time 2. While some children (29%; n = 13) moved from Profile 3 to Profile 2 at Time 2, the majority (67%; n = 31) moved to Profile 1. Similar proportions of children moved from Profile 4 to Profiles 1 (48%; n = 10) and 3 (42%; n = 8) at Time 2. Children in this profile rarely moved to Profile 2 at Time 2 (10%; n = 2).
The change in profile membership from Profile 1 (average non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability) to Profile 2 (good non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability) at Time 2 could be regarded as representing an expected change pathway. However, other changes in profile membership over time (e.g., Profile 4 to Profile 3) suggest that there may be other, possibly less optimal, change pathways to consider (i.e., atypical pathway). While there may be more than one non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude developmental pathway, they may represent different routes to competency (equifinality) or indicators of difficulties over time. For instance, the movement of some Profile 4 children (relatively better non-symbolic to symbolic magnitude ability) to Profile 3 (relatively better symbolic to non-symbolic magnitude ability) at Time 2 suggests that some children continue to develop symbolic abilities, separate from non-symbolic abilities. These children may represent relatively poorer developmental change (possibly reflecting a math delay or a deficit) in that they are not transitioning into a profile better on both symbolic and non-symbolic magnitude abilities. The movement of other Profile 4 children to Profile 1 at Time 2 suggests some children do continue to improve in both non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities -consistent with claims that non-symbolic magnitude ability supports symbolic ability.
The question of multiple developmental routes to equifinality or even math difficulties cannot be answered with only two time points, 1 year apart. However, current findings caution against the assumption of one general developmental pathway. Since different non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability profiles exist, it would be inappropriate to represent these two magnitude representation ability by a general model that reflects normative developmental changes (i.e., variable-centered analytical approaches). Using LTA allowed us to examine individual differences in patterns of change over time in which more than one developmental trajectories can systematically differ across individuals.
Cognitive Factors/Age and Non-symbolic-Symbolic Magnitude Ability Profiles
While older children were likely to belong to Profile 2 and younger children were more were likely to belong to Profiles 3 and 4; grade only partially overlapped with profile membership. Children from both grades were represented in all profiles at Time 1 (except no kindergartener children were assigned to Profile 2). At Time 2, age was not associated with profile membership. Using LTA to characterize age variability allowed us to sidestep the assumption of age as proxy for development and, examine how age is related to the magnitude profiles a posteriori and how the cognitive factors related to profiles after taking age into account. Our findings are consistent with recent studies that caution against focusing on age differences which may mask meaningful profiles of competence (Gray and Reeve, 2014; Paul and Reeve, 2016) .
VSWM, naming number ability, non-verbal IQ, basic RT nor age predicted changes in non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability profile membership across time. However, VSWM and naming number abilities at Time 1 were associated with profile memberships at both time points. This finding is consistent with studies that have found a link between VSWM/naming number abilities and math ability in young children (De Smedt et al., 2009; Berteletti et al., 2010; Mammarella et al., 2010; Vanbinst et al., 2015b) .
At Time 1, poorer VSWM was associated with Profile 4; and poorer naming number ability was associated with Profiles 3 and 4. Conversely, good VSWM and naming number ability were associated with Profile 2. Similarly, at Time 2, good VSWM and naming number ability were associated with Profile 2 while poorer naming number ability was associated with Profile 3. The findings are consistent with claims that the ability to access symbolic numerical information is a numberspecific cognitive factor for children who show poor symbolic magnitude abilities (i.e., Profile 4) (Rousselle and Noël, 2007; Holloway and Ansari, 2009) .
Of interest, poorer naming number ability is also characteristic of children who displayed better symbolic magnitude abilities relative to non-symbolic abilities (Profile 3) at both time points. While children in Profile 3 completed symbolic magnitude judgments accurately, they took longer in making judgments. Nevertheless, their basic RT was not significantly different to other children. Naming numbers may be a useful marker of children's ability to efficiently access symbolic magnitude information (Vanbinst et al., 2015b) . Indeed, good naming number ability predicted good non-symbolicsymbolic magnitude abilities (Profile 2) at first test occasion and 1 year later.
Magnitude information is argued to be encoded spatially and VSWM is implicated in the representation and manipulation of numerical magnitudes more generally (Zorzi et al., 2002; Dehaene and Brannon, 2011; de Hevia, 2016) . Although poorer VSWM was associated with Profile 4 children (i.e., relatively better non-symbolic to symbolic magnitude abilities), they were also children who displayed the weakest non-symbolic abilities at initial assessment (all moved out of the profile at Time 2). On the other hand, good VSWM predicted good non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude abilities (i.e., Profile 2) at both time points. This finding suggest that VSWM capacity may underpin non-symbolic magnitude abilities and, in turn, symbolic magnitude development and math abilities for some children.
Non-symbolic-Symbolic Magnitude Ability Profiles and Math Abilities
Non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability profiles were associated with SDA and transcoding at both Time 1 and 2. This is consistent with research which has found a link between non-symbolic and/or symbolic magnitude abilities and math abilities (De Smedt et al., 2009; Bugden and Ansari, 2011; Mazzocco et al., 2011; Xenidou-Dervou et al., 2016) . At Time 1, children with good/average non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude abilities relative to other children (i.e., Profiles 1 and 2) were associated with better SDA problem-solving and transcoding. In contrast, children with better non-symbolic abilities relative to symbolic abilities (Profile 4), was associated with poorer SDA problem-solving and transcoding. This finding is consistent with studies that show poorer symbolic magnitude judgment (and symbolic number access) are associated with poorer math abilities (Rousselle and Noël, 2007; De Smedt and Gilmore, 2011) .
Children with better symbolic abilities, relative to nonsymbolic abilities (Profile 3), possessed poorer transcoding skills-a finding that runs contrary to claims that symbolic magnitude abilities alone are associated with math abilities (Holloway and Ansari, 2009; Vanbinst et al., 2015a) . Children in Profile 3 were only poorer on transcoding but not SDA accuracy. It is possible that some children are able to deploy compensatory strategies (e.g., finger-counting) to solve SDA problems and rely less on direct retrieval of arithmetic facts (Geary and Hoard, 2005) .
At Time 2, only children with good non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude abilities (i.e., Profile 2) possessed better SDA problem-solving and transcoding. These findings suggest that non-symbolic magnitude abilities are important for symbolic magnitude abilities, and ipso facto, math abilities (i.e., good non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude abilities in Profile 2 at both time points).
Implications and Directions for Future Research
The different change patterns of non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude abilities appear to represent different developmental change pathways. Current findings illustrate a multivariate framework in which different magnitude representation developmental pathways are underpinned by different cognitive factors (VSWM and naming numbers ability) that contribute to differences in math development. Insofar as different magnitude representation change pathways exist, they may reflect typical and atypical models of math development. Nevertheless, since the current study only investigated magnitude abilities over 1 year, caution should be exercised in extrapolating beyond this time period. We are unable to specify what happens to profile membership as children age: it is possible that the profiles will converge on a single magnitude ability competency (i.e., equifinality). It is also possible that differences in profile trajectories will remain separate or diverge further over time. Indeed, an explicit characterization of profile membership over time might help distinguish between delays, differences, deficits in math development. We suggest two of the change pathways (e.g., children transitioning from Profiles 4 to 3 and/or remaining in Profile 3) may well represent an early risk marker for math difficulties (delay and/or deficit). These issues are matter for future research, however. Nonetheless, it should be noted that VSWM and naming numbers ability are important correlates of a typical (and optimal) magnitude representation developmental pathway, and ipso facto, good math abilities.
Our research highlights the value of using LTA for examining data in which more than one developmental trajectories are hypothesized (Lanza and Cooper, 2016) . Longitudinal analyses tend to focus on analytical techniques (e.g., correlations, regressions and structural equation models) where the same over time estimates are applied to samples (e.g., Libertus et al., 2013; Vanbinst et al., 2015b) . While such analytical models are useful, they may be limited when different developmental trajectories are embedded in a data distribution. In the current study, being able to model different non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability change patterns in a single model, along with the associated cognitive factors/math abilities allowed us to represent a more comprehensive approach to modeling development (von Eye and Bergman, 2003) .
We note, however, that our magnitude judgment tasks included stimuli from the so-called subitizing (n ≤ 4) and counting ranges that are thought to depend on different enumeration mechanisms (Reeve et al., 2012) . It is possible that including items from the subitizing and counting ranges, either separately or in combination, may affect judgment responses. However, since similar response patterns occurred for comparison stimuli from the subitizing and counting ranges in both judgment tasks, we suggest the indices are arguably assessing a common underlying construct. Nonetheless, it is not always evident in magnitude judgment tasks whether performance reflects stimulus properties, task demands, or the construct under investigation (see Karolis et al., 2011 for a discussion).
CONCLUSION
The current study replicated and extended Chew et al.'s (2016) findings. Indeed, the interpretive importance of replicating findings in latent class analysis research has recently been strongly emphasized (Hickendorff et al., 2018) . The findings showed that identifiable differences in the profiles of relationships between non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities could be extracted from a general distribution of these abilities. It also showed different change/stability pathways in these profiles over 1 year and that these were differentially associated with children's math abilities. And, it also showed that VSWM and naming number abilities were differentially associated with the non-symbolic-symbolic magnitude ability profiles. While the present findings highlight the importance of paying attention to the developmental significance of different patterns of abilities over time which potentially represent typical and atypical developmental models, they should not be over-interpreted. The current study only examined stability/change in non-symbolic and symbolic magnitude abilities over 1 year. The issue of whether pathways converge later in time (i.e., reach equifinality), and the developmental math/cognitive implications of different pathways across extended time, is unable to be addressed in the present study and could usefully be the subject of future research.
